
RECOGNIZE that this obstacle is about keeping the bend throughout the entire fan. Depending on the park and the configuration of the 
fan, you may be able to choose what side of your horse you would like to be on and whether you can “send” your horse around the fan 
or “go with” your horse and step over the logs of the fan together. Either way you should prepare through your own training pyramid to 
perform both scenarios. If you are riding the obstacles there is only 1 centre line.

REALIZE:
Entrance: One horse length, straight and centred can sometimes look like an optical illusion with the fan because this obstacle is 
round and not straight. No matter if you are going “with” your horse “sending” your horse or “riding”, know  where the middle line is so 
that you wil have a succesful start for the rest of the path.
Body: This is one of the most difficult obstacles to master as it takes prior training to ask your horse to bend through the ribs.  
Remember you can’t and shouldn’t muscle your horse around the bend or be so micromanaging that would result in imbalancing your 
horse. Most horses can manage part of the way around and then end up with their hindquarter coming off the bend and sometimes out 
of the obstacle altogether. This would result in points removed from your score . If you are sending your horse through the fan, you can 
not be in the obstacle at all and your horse has to maintain the middle line all the way around the curve. If you are going together, then 
it is the middle line around  the curve which becomes the line between you and your horse. Be careful as you are also stepping over 
the logs.
Exit: The biggest problem with the exit on this obstacle is coming off the middle line of the body. Again because it is a curve you and 
your horse  may have deviated from that middle line somehwere in the body and therefore it is difficult to get back on track to exit 
straight and centred even though it seems that you have time to do so.
REMEMBER: that this obstacle takes some prior preparation with you and your horse helping your horse physically be able to bend 
through the ribs and by practising riding a perfect circle. Riders usually get their horses turned around one way or another, but few 
really get things worked out to where the horse stays balanced and really uses the whole body to execute this obstacle. Some horses 
reach and use their front-end well, but often the hindquarters step outside of the obstacle while turning through it.  Get support here 
from a qualified instructor so that the softness of this is seen through the biomechanics instead of having to steer your horse through 
the bend, rather than steering your horse around which will cause your horse to be imbalanced and rarely will that translate into 
success through this obstacle.

The Fan

 I was very impressed with this young lady. As 
you can see her horse is bending through the 
ribs and her hands are still. She is not over 
steering through the body of the obstacle. For 
me this would equal a “wow" point. 

Although this was a Lead Line class, it 
also demonstrates a common error of 
many that are riding through this 
obstacle. If the horse and rider are able 
to get the entrance centred and 
straight and perhaps get the first pole 
centred, things can go “off the rail” 
pretty quick after that. The lack of bend 
causes the horse’s body to start to 
travel on a straight line.

Here is a great picture of this little pony going 
right through the middle of the obstacle body.  
It is hard for some horses to get this kind of 
bend and then keep it throughout. The chance 
of him coming out the exit straight and 
centred is very probable.  What would even 
make this sweeter, is if his human were able 
to ask her horse for this with a longer line. 
Also if you look carefully she has come close 
to stepping inside of the obstacle which of 
course would be points removed. It is 
certainly well done.

In this picture you can see 
some of the things that typically 
go  wrong inside of this 
obstacle. The horse’s back end 
has swung away from the 
centre line and is coming very 
close to being out of the 
obstacle with the back feet. 
Also, the human has stepped 
inside of the obstacle which 
results in points removed. All of 
this can be corrected through 
practise and training. 


